In their thought-provoking paper [1], Belkin et al. illustrate and discuss the shape of risk curves in the context of modern high-complexity learners. Given a fixed training sample size n, such curves show the risk of a learner as a function of some (approximate) measure of its complexity N. With N the number of features, these curves are also referred to as feature curves. A salient observation in [1] is that these curves can display, what they call, double descent: with increasing N, the risk initially decreases, attains a minimum, and then increases until N equals n, where the training data is fitted perfectly. Increasing N even further, the risk decreases a second and final time, creating a peak at N = n. This twofold descent may come as a surprise, but as opposed to what [1] reports, it has not been overlooked historically. Our letter draws attention to some original, earlier findings, of interest to contemporary machine learning.
work builds on the original analysis of double descent for the supervised PFLD by Raudys and Duin [9] .
Interestingly, results from [4] [5] [6] [7] suggest that some losses may not exhibit double descent in the first place. In [6, 7] , the linear SVM shows regular monotonic behavior. Analytic results from [4, 5] show the same for the so-called perceptron of optimal (or maximal) stability, which is closely related to the SVM [5] .
The findings in [1] go, significantly, beyond those for the MNLR. Also shown, for instance, is double descent for 2-layer neural networks and random forests. Combining this with observations such as those from Loog et al. [10] , which show striking multiple-descent learning curves (even in the underparameterized regime), the need to further our understanding of such rudimentary learning behavior is evident.
